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Barack Obama has inspired a wave of young

voters to get involved in politics for the first time.

Like Ronald Reagan, Obama might be at the

forefront of a Democratic majority for the next

three decades the same way the Republicans

dominated during the last three.

But in fact the biggest news of this election was

not a new Democratic majority. It was the rise of

the Swinger. That's the independent/moderate

voter who dislikes candidates that cater to the

fringes of either party. Is the US a center-left or a

center-right country? The truth is that it's a center-center country, with most voters -- whatever

their party affiliation -- representing a moderate middle that likes practical solutions to the real

problems that face us and have no patience with special interests and the parties who are beholden

to them.

Let's look at the facts. Exit polling asked voters to identify themselves as either liberal or

conservative or moderate. 22% called themselves "liberal" and 34% "conservative." But 44% of

voters call themselves "moderate." Both parties tried to claim those moderates for themselves and

indeed on many issues the moderates fall into the progressive camp. Nonetheless, they prefer to ID

themselves as moderate. In truth, there's nothing "liberal" about a concern for global warming, for

example; it's just common sense.

What about party affiliation? 39% of voters were registered Democrats. 32% were registered

Republicans. And an astonishing 29% were registered Independents. Given the trends of the last

25 years, it's far more likely that the Independents will pass the Republicans before the
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Republicans tie the Democrats again. That's right: in 2016, the two major blocks of voters will

more likely be Democrats and Independents instead of Democrats and Republicans.

Heck, let's look at the two major candidates in the election that just happened. It wasn't the

Republican base that nominated John McCain. They preferred Mitt Romney and Mike Huckabee.

But Swingers swept in and made McCain the front runner. It wasn't the Democratic base that

nominated Barack Obama; the establishment was solidly in line for the coronation of Hillary

Clinton. But Swingers stepped in and turned Obama from an inspiring story to the real deal.

Swingers are the moderate middle. They don't vote based on the tiny letter next to a candidate's

name. They vote based on the policies that person puts forth. And catering to the Swingers doesn't

mean you have to be a "centrist" who always compromises and takes the safe path. Look at US

energy policy. Swingers take global warming and our national security seriously and they want

dramatic action. They want a new national electrical grid, they want solar panels and wind farms to

become dominant and not just curiosities shown in political ads. They're willing to see higher

gasoline prices today if it means a healthier environment tomorrow, fewer dollars flowing into the

coffers of cruel governments overseas, and real energy independence. Swingers love electric cars.

Swingers are tired of a few farm states perverting our national food policy by skimming off massive

billion dollar payouts to agricultural conglomerates. Swingers like their privacy. Swingers don't get

riled by single issue idiocies like gun rights or abortion or gays. They know reasonable gun laws will

let people have all the weapons they want without handing out Uzis to felons. They believe in a

woman's right to choose. And they don't really care very much about interfering in the ways other

people live (gays) or die (Terri Schiavo). Live and let live is the American way to Swingers.

Every election seems to boil down to the independent voters -- and here we're talking about

Swingers, not the mealy mouthed people who pretend they haven't made up their mind five days

before the election just so they can be interviewed on CNN. The growing number of Independents

will be the best thing in the world for both  parties, keeping the Democrats and the Republicans

focused on competence and compassion and away from the fringes who always seem to gain an

outsized voice when a party stays in power too long.

If you like the idea of Swingers -- independent voters who choose the best candidate regardless of

party affiliation; people who are focused on the real problems that face us -- they need your help to

flourish. A number of practical steps need to be taken to let their voice be heard.

1. Choose the President by popular vote -- The Electoral College is a classic Swinger issue. Swingers

think the Electoral College is an absurd joke, but tiny states are so vested in the process so they can

have an outsized voice in choosing the President that passing a Constitutional Amendment to

abolish it seems unlikely. Happily, there's a very viable work-around gaining momentum. The

National Popular Vote bill would award the electoral college vote to whomever wins the popular

vote. It would take effect once enough states have passed bills promising to award their electoral

college votes to whichever candidate wins the national popular vote. Four states have already done

so -- New Jersey, Maryland, Illinois (!) and Hawaii -- and momentum is growing. When Presidents

are picked by popular votes, the sad farce of candidates ignoring the voters of hugely populous

states like California and Texas to focus on a sliver of people in battleground states will be over.

Get involved and get this passed by your state.

2. Open primaries -- They take many forms, but the basic idea is that voters can choose the

candidate they prefer in a primary regardless of that voter's party affiliation. I'm a registered

Republican in New York, but I would switch my party affiliation to Independent in a New York

minute if that didn't mean I was blocked from voting in the primaries. I'll bet a lot of other people

feel the same -- which is exactly why the Democrats of New York oppose the open primary system.

Let people register any way they want and then vote any way they want and you'd see Swingers

take center stage. Find out if your state has open primaries and push your elected officials to make

the switch if it doesn't.

3. Redistricting -- Voters have to take away the power of redistricting from the politicians and put

it in the hands of an independent panel, be it retired judges, a mix of voters and bureaucrats or

whatever. The current system lets politicians design districts that virtually guarantee a seat for one

party or the other forever. Since that means whoever wins the primary generally wins the election,

that pushes politicians to cater to the fringes of their party that are far more active early on. It also

makes it nigh on impossible to kick politicians out of office even after they've lost touch with voters.

Districts should encompass reasonable neighborhoods that reflect their diverse communities, not

convoluted and absurdly shaped districts that zig and zag to keep the Dems in one box and the

Republicans in another so that the politicians in power can stay in power.
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from the center after the primaries. McCain kept moving right after the primaries and never appealed to
the center. Was it due to the rigid base? McCain's lack of creed with the base? Palin? Or just
incompetence? Likely it was a combination of all 4.

fpie See Profile I'm a Fan of fpie permalink

Well maybe these folks call themselves moderates or independents but all of the issues mentioned I
say makes them liberals. Liberal philosophy is at bottom pragmatism. I know the "Conservatives" have
gotten America to think liberalism is communism, socialism, fascism, nazism, satanism, just plain
lightheaded, happy talk, insanity... But it is basic common sense, let's see if we can't figure out what
works to make things run better. 
So now we've seen what happens when those "Conservatives" get to try things their way (not that
there weren't plenty of people who have been pointing out where it was all headed for years, we had
the great depression to show the truth) it is time to give the pragmatic, common sense liberals (or what
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ever you think they should be called) another shot at once again fixing what the "Conservatives
wrecked. They did it before and it took over half a century for the "Conservatives to screw it up again.

Michael Giltz See Profile I'm a Fan of Michael Giltz permalink

I agree about the demonizing of "liberal." But in the 70s the Democratic Party pandered to
identity politics and the fringes rather than the major issues that mattered to most people and
being so out of touch is why the Republicans gained a majority of state houses, governor
mansions, the House, the Senate and the Presidency for most of three decades. When either
party is focused on pragmatism and common sense, they will benefit. And again, I don't think
there's anything "liberal" about thinking that the super rich aren't the first people who need a
tax break or that the scientific consensus on global warming shouldn't be ignored. Thanks for
reading.

GregJL See Profile I'm a Fan of GregJL permalink

This is true. The Democratic party became what George Lakoff describes as "neo-
liberals". People whose views begin from a position of empathy and responsibility,
but then go off on a tangent of "if we just help this group and that group and the
other group, then everything will be alright, especially if we show 'em the facts and
figures about how many people need this or that, yada, yada, yada." People who
think reason is a disembodied thing and works the same in all persons. Heck, even
you are guilty of that...."It's just common sense". Common sense is not as common
as you might think. One person's common sense is another person's NONsense.
conservatives don't deny global warming just to be obstinate, they REALLY don't
see it. If you hold a lighter under their hand, they understand that it will burn. That's
direct causation, and THAT is the only thing they understand. And you can shout
facts and figures till you are blue in the face, if they don't fit the frame, they will be
rejected. Period.

Err, sorry, went tangenting there. The point I was trying to make was that these
positions ARE liberal (progressive, if you like). They are based on a view of the
world that says we are all in this together and we need to take care of one another.
And that's liberal.
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To be involved in the National Popular Vote bill effort . . .

You can check the status of the bill in your state at
http://www.NationalPopularVote.com/pages/statesactivity.php

If it's still in play in your state, let your legislator(s) know what you think. If you need help to identify
and/or contact your state representatives, senators, and/or governor about National Popular Vote, you
can search by your zip code using online sites such as http://www.congress.org/congressorg/home .

Sign up to get email updates - http://www.NationalPopularVote.com/pages/getemailupdates.php

Help get the word out and show your support.

Tell a friend- http://www.NationalPopularVote.com/pages/tellafriend.php

Distribute literature at political, civic, or other meeting, convention, or conference. 
Post on discussion groups.
Write letters to editors, OpEds, and/or blog.

Responses to many common misinformed critiques are at http://nationalpopularvote.com/pages/faq.php

Up-to-date information and materials are at
http://www.NationalPopularVote.com/pages/explanation.php

Michael Giltz See Profile I'm a Fan of Michael Giltz permalink

Great, useful post! Thanks.
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mvy See Profile I'm a Fan of mvy permalink

To make every vote in every state politically relevant and equal in presidential elections, support the
National Popular Vote bill.

The bill is currently endorsed by 1,181 state legislators " 439 sponsors (in 47 states) and an additional
742 legislators who have cast recorded votes in favor of the bill.

It has been approved by 21 legislative chambers (one house in CO, AR, ME, NC, and WA, and two
houses in MD, IL, HI, CA, MA, NJ, RI, and VT). It has been enacted into law in Hawaii, Illinois, New
Jersey, and Maryland. These states have 50 (19%) of the 270 electoral votes needed to bring this
legislation into effect.

see http://www.NationalPopularVote.com

jhNY See Profile I'm a Fan of jhNY permalink

Enjoyed the author's thesis, but can't agree on all points, especially as regards 'Swingers' voting on
policy not party affiliation. Nearly nobody that voted had a clear idea of the respective differences
between candidates on policy issues, and mostly they didn't care. Voters largely make up their minds
on terms presented by candidates and their handlers involving the confected personae projected by the
candidates and by a sense of personality and character they, the voters, imagine they perceive in the
debates, as well as by the repetition of gotcha clips all over television. Were policy differences more
significant, party affiliation wouldn't be so mutable from one election cycle to another. And were policy
differences more sincere and foundational between the parties, it would be that much harder for each
party to gather campaign money from the same sources. See recent series of bailouts for the downside
of this lack of true distinction between parties. 

Most hope resident in the electorate today has more to do with Obama the individual than with his party
or the opposition. Should he prove to be a remarkably effective executive, his party will benefit. But
should he not prove to be so, there will take place over the next couple of years yet another sea
change of affiliation among the public, which just now is particularly fickle and impatient and bored with
the fine print. They want good things to happen fast. They want the bubbles back. Woe betide any party
who fails them.

PATina See Profile I'm a Fan of PATina permalink

Prior to this election... I would have disagreed w/ you. I've been a registerd independent (even
living in a closed primary state) since 1988... and I do vote on policy not the person and when
there's not much difference in policy I vote for who I think can really get the job done. But now
that I've discovered blogs... I do agree. There are FAR too many people who voted for
Obama because of Obama and could care less about any particular policies he may institute.
He could increase the Bush tax cuts, re-instate the draft, start chanting "Drill baby Drill" and
they would still support him and his decisions because he's just so brilliant... awesome...
smarter than everyone else in the US... and by gosh... he knows what he's doing !!!!!

Michael Giltz See Profile I'm a Fan of Michael Giltz permalink

I agree with you about Obama: if he does well, the Dems will certainly benefit. But I don't
think people expect instant miracles and will punish him and the Dems in the midterms if
massive changes aren't immediately and positively enacted. Since the Dems won two in a
row, I'd be surprised if they didn't have some losses in 2010. But I think most people are
simply looking for adults to tackle the issues based on common sense and science rather
than partisan bickering and special interests. 

But I disagree strongly with your argument that there's no real difference between the parties
or the Presidential candidates on substantial issues. Yes, voters need to keep on top of
Congress when they do dumb thiings like sign off on massive no-strings-attached bailouts
that won't solve any problems. But Obama and McCain had major and fundamental
differences on many, many issues from the war to climate change to energy policy to tax
policy to health care and on and on. There is a big difference between the parties. That
doesn't mean the dems are always right; just that currently they are focused on real problems
and real solutions while the Reps generally are not.
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Michale32086 See Profile I'm a Fan of Michale32086 permalink

Oh boy, so many possible responses to this come to mind. :D At first I thought it was a Lifestyle
commentary of which I was rarin' to respond to!! :D

But, I see the validity of your positions. I am a registered NPA (No Political Affiliation) and a
demonstrable Obama supporter.. I don't vote for Partys, I vote for people. Sometimes a Democrat is the
best person for the job, sometimes it's a Republican... 

As far as getting the word out?? I think your motto should be, "NO... Not THAT Kind Of Swinger"... :D

Michale.....

Michael Giltz See Profile I'm a Fan of Michael Giltz permalink

Hey, I just used "Swingers" to get people reading and for that catchy book proposal that will
make me rich. :) Thanks for reading.

You must be logged in to reply to this comment. Log in  or 
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Obama’s Brother In Kenya
Obama’s Brother Lives In A Shack Read This
Story Here!
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